The Weekly Advanced Forecast Report for

Joe Doe
This report was generated from parsing your Advanced Forecast Report (by Ronco, Jawer, and Hajjar) in
order to find the aspects of influence for the following time period. The information is grouped in four
sections: Influences within the week, influences that start during the week, influences that end during the week
and influences that span more than the week. Aspects that have a peak influence during the week are
highlighted. Basic sorting is by aspect start date.
Monday March 4 to Sunday March 10, 2019.

Influences contained within the week
March 4 to March 7, 2019 (3 days) peaking Tuesday

Mars Oppos Ura

You are very bold and adventurous right now and you cannot tolerate delays, restrictions, or any form of
authority that prevents you from behaving exactly as you please. Your drive for personal freedom and
insistence on your rights is pressing, and a confrontation in which you have to stand up for yourself is likely.
Rashness, sudden acts of anger or violence, and a tendency to try to do too much too fast are tendencies you
need to carefully monitor at this time.
March 5 to March 7, 2019 (2 days) peaking Wednesday

Sun Trine Moon

At this time you enjoy emotional satisfaction and harmony in your home life. Relationships with women run
smoothly. If you have a solid emotional base in your life, you will receive the benefits of that. If not, this is a
good time to begin making connections with people and also to discover what gives real emotional
nourishment and fulfillment.
March 5 to March 8, 2019 (3 days) peaking Thursday

Mars Qucnx Plu

You are willfully resistant to any outside pressure, manipulation, or authority at this time. A fateful encounter
with an adversary, one that can neither be avoided nor ignored, is indicated. You seesaw between taking
forthright, direct action and using more covert, subtle methods. A desire to break down, destroy, or overthrow
existing conditions is also a part of the picture. Be careful with sharp instruments or glass.
March 6 to March 8, 2019 (2 days) peaking Thursday

Sun Sqr Nep

Confusion, inability to focus on mundane tasks, poor understanding or miscommunication between yourself
and others, and the desire to evade real responsibilities and challenges are negative potentials for you now.
You are more sensitive, impressionable, dreamy, or idealistic at this time also.
March 7 to March 9, 2019 (2 days) peaking Friday

Sun Sqr Sun

You may feel temporarily blocked now. Resistance and challenges from others or from outside situations
suggest that this is not a good time to try to force your will and desires upon the world, as friction is the only
likely result. Relations with men can be especially tense.
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March 8 to March 10, 2019 (2 days) peaking Saturday

Ven Conj MC

Your personal charm and attractiveness has a positive effect on your career, reputation, or public image.
People see you as a loving and lovable person and as someone who is aware of their needs and feelings, which
can benefit you at this time. Others are willing to help and cooperate with your aims. Your interest in the arts
or in promoting harmony and good will between people is brought out at this time.
March 9 to March 10, 2019 (1 days) peaking Saturday

Ven Trine Merc

This is a good time to schedule social activities or even business meetings where tact and friendliness would
be a plus. You act as a diplomat and harmonizer between people with differing viewpoints. Also, attending
cultural events such as an art show or a play is favored. Thoughts of love, an appreciation for beauty, and an
aesthetic enjoyment of your surroundings are brought to the fore. A short pleasure trip would also be
beneficial now.
Influences starting this week
March 8 to March 11, 2019 (3 days) peaking Sunday

Mars Sxtil Moon

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places, or causes you have a
strong attachment to from the past, such as your alma mater or your home town. You care more passionately
and respond instinctively and emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time. Also, you are energized
and invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your children, family, or home.
March 8 to April 2, 2019 (25 days) peaking Saturday

Ven 10th H

Your career, social standing, or reputation is favored at this time, especially by making personal contact with
superiors or by socializing and making friendly contacts at work. You may make a good friend or meet
someone beautiful and charming through your work. Now is also a good time to enhance your public standing
and to create good will with the public.
March 9 to March 11, 2019 (2 days) peaking Sunday

Ven Qucnx Jup

Financial excesses and spending money you don't have on pleasure or luxury are indicated. Over-eating or
partying to excess can also lead to trouble. You may actually get ill from too much rich food, sweets, or
alcohol, so exercise caution. Beware, too, of anyone or anything which is presented to you now which looks
too good to be true - no doubt it is.
March 10 to March 12, 2019 (2 days) strengthening

Sun Trine Ven

Giving and receiving appreciation, love, and happiness come into your life now. You are moved to express
your affections more openly than usual. You also want to be surrounded with beauty and harmonious people,
and your artistic efforts flourish.
March 10 to March 13, 2019 (3 days) strengthening

Merc Qucnx Mars

Your mind is on accomplishment and action, and there is a competitive edge in your speech or manners. You
may be brusque, even rude, especially with people who are taking up your time unnecessarily. Be careful
while running errands, particularly in traffic. Your sense of timing is a bit off and combined with your
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impatience, you could have an unfortunate run-in.
March 10 to March 13, 2019 (3 days) strengthening

Mars Qucnx Nep

You seesaw between decisive, forceful action and passive surrender. This ambivalence makes you much less
effective than you would be at other times. Emotions and dreams are apt to be rather turbulent, filled with
strange restlessness or discontent. Try not to demand too much of yourself at this time. You are prone to
infection and, on an emotional level, to getting discouraged.
Influences ending this week
March 2 to March 4, 2019 (2 days) weakening

Sun Trine Ura

You have a low tolerance for boredom and following rules today and you make some creative changes and
discoveries, experiment with new possibilities, or invent a new way of doing things.
You don't want to follow anybody else's lead at this time, but fortunately you are able find ways to be yourself
and even be a little crazy without offending or upsetting others. This is a dynamic and exciting period. Take
advantage of any unusual offers or opportunities.
March 3 to March 5, 2019 (2 days) peaking Monday

Sun Qucnx Plu

Past mistakes, infringements, or secrets come back to haunt you now, but you may feel that your hands are
tied in any attempt to rectify these matters. Areas or relationships in which you have misused authority and
control cause distress at this time. While direct action to resolve or balance these problems may not be
possible, you must be aware of what is going on, lest an unconscious collusion on your part contributes to the
situation. Avoid either the victim's or the tyrant's role.
February 15 to March 9, 2019 (22 days) weakening

Ven 9th H

At this time you are attracted to foreign cultures and art forms and to people and experiences that are different
from anything you've encountered in the past. The exotic and unknown have much more appeal to you than
the familiar. This is an excellent time for a vacation, particularly if you can travel to someplace you've never
been before.
Also, sharing and comparing your spiritual, religious, or philosophical interests with a friend or loved one may
open up a whole new dimension of your relationship.
February 13 to March 7, 2019 (22 days) weakening

Sat Qucnx Sun

This time period is characterized by feelings of being restricted, blocked, or delayed, and great patience and
endurance will be required of you. An increased concern about aging, the passage of time, and the limitations
of your body make you more serious and more earnest about doing what is important and essential. You may
have less energy or a health challenge at this time which forces you to choose what is really important to you.
An older person, mentor, or parental authority figure may disappoint you or be particularly harsh and
demanding. In your own role as parent or boss, you may well be seen as an ogre or tyrant (and for good
reason)! In other ways, this is apt to be a dry spell for you, and a sense of meaninglessness or struggling
oppresses you. This is a good time to reassess how you are living your life and begin to realize yourself and
your true purpose and joy in life.
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Influences spanning the entire week
February 25 to April 4, 2019 (38 days) weakening

Sun 11th H

Involvement in clubs, social organizations, or any other group to which you belong is likely to be a focus at
this time. You may be asked to take responsibility or even a leadership role or to contribute and participate
more fully than you have in the past. You will enjoy being part of a team or group effort now. Being part of a
community or circle of friends and building your social network is important to you at this time.
February 5 to March 31, 2019 (54 days) peaking Tuesday

Nep Trine Moon

Your emotions are sensitized now. You are more responsive to subtle changes in mood, and you are more
sensitive to delicate changes in the atmosphere around you. You may suddenly feel uncomfortable with the
colors in your house, noise from neighbors, or the drab decor of some room. This is an excellent time to
decorate, clean up, and add an imaginative flourish to your environment. If you just sit back and dream about
how nice it would be if your home and surroundings were more tastefully done, they won't change! Your
imagination is keen now, so put it to work; you will enjoy the work once you get into it.
This is an excellent time to develop and expand your musical and artistic tastes. You may find yourself
digging up golden oldies that you haven't heard in many years, or buying a record album of beautiful music
that you have heard but hasn't yet become part of your regular musical listening.
Your compassion, intuition, and spiritual sensitivity are heightened now. You may also have unusually
inspiring dreams. You may also decide to become more active in efforts to promote peace and engage in
altruistic activities. Your heart stays open easily now; do things and establish habits that will help sustain these
positive feelings in the future.
March 1 to April 27, 2019 (57 days) strengthening

Nep Sqr Nep

Some change in attitude towards your ideals and spiritual values occurs now. This change is very inner and
gradual, so it is not likely that you will have any great concern or difficulty about these changes. A new
attitude toward the religious beliefs that you were taught as a child is very likely to develop now.
February 14 to April 27, 2019 (72 days) weakening

Merc 11th H

If you belong to any club or organization, you are likely to be involved in group discussions, planning
sessions, or committees at this time. Even if you don't participate in any such group, a sense of community is
important to you now, and you'll be thinking about how you can take part and contribute. You will want to
socialize and talk with people you share common interests and ideals with.
February 19 to May 24, 2019 (94 days) weakening

Jup 8th H

Fortunate developments in business or through your mate's help and support (both emotional and financial) are
likely to occur now. If you are considering joining forces and pooling your resources with someone else, now
is a fine time to do so.
On an inner level, this is likely to be a time of psychological and emotional rejuvenation, healing, and positive
change. It is easier for you to eliminate old conditioning or negative patterns. Whatever leaves your life now is
paving the way for something much better.
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